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Premessa 

Dopo un lunghissimo periodo di preparazione, finalmente vede la luce questo 
volume che contiene gli Atti di un convegno svolto a Udine alcuni annifa, ii cui tema 
ê sempre affascinante. La produzione di gemme incise, che è nota fin dalla pii t reino-
ta antichit, toccô in Europa, dopo ifasti del mondo antico, uno dei vertici insupe-
rati nell 'ambito della cultura neoclassica della fine del Settecento e nell 'Ottocento. 

I musei di Udine, come molte altre istituzioni italiane di origine ottocentesca, 
possiedono un 'ingente collezione di gemme incise moderne, che si affiancano a 
quelle antiche già oggetto di pubblicazione speciflca. Si tratta di una raccoltafino-
ra ignota ai pii, di cui si sta valutando la possibilitâ di realizzare un catalogo. Nd 
frattempo 1 'Amministrazione Comunale, sempre attenta alla valorizzazione del 
patrimonio civico, ha inteso dare alle stampe un 'ilnportante serie di contributi, pre-
disposti da alcune autoritâ mondiali in materia - dagli Stati Uniti alla Russia, 
dall 'Inghilterra all 'Italia -, che concernono una tematica che oggi non appare svi-
luppata come meriterebbe. 

Lungi dall 'essere una nicchia nell 'ambito delle cosi dette arti ininori, le gemme 
paiono uno specchio estremamente importante della sensibilità e del gusto di vane 
epoche. Piace osservare che dall 'ampia e tumultuosa circolazione di modelli che 
investi gran parte dell 'Europa del XVIII secolo, anche la nostra piccola cittâ fu 
coinvolta: essa, certamente in cid facilitata dalle mode e dalle sollecitazioni che 
giungevano do Venezia, dimostrô di apprezzare questi preziosi oggetti e di saperne 
coltivare 1 'arte, in cui si cimentô anche un artista locale che ebbe allora notevole 
nilevanza per la valonizzazione di Aquileia. Non ê un casoforse che piii collezioni-
sti e incisori di gemme moderne siano stati in collegamento con questa cittâ, che 
rappresenta in ambito locale il rapporto direifIsico con 1 'antico. 

Nel ningraziare tutti coloro che hanno reso possibile questa pubblicazione, 
spero che questo nuovo volume possa incrementare la conoscenza presso cittadini e 
studiosi del mateniale conservato presso i musei di Udine. 

Udine, 30 setteinbre 2006 

Gianna Malisani 
Assessore alla Cultura 
del Cornune di Udine



Premessa 

Ii lunghissimo intervallo di tempo intercorso tra ii convegno (1998) e la pub-
blicazione degli atti (2006) non esaurisce la validità di cjuanto sipresenta in questo 
volume. nonostante alcuni aggiornamenti, va inteso che la data di conclusione o 
almeno in larga massima di impostazione dei testi che qui si pubblicano va perciô 
retrodatata all'anno 1998. 

Nel frattempo ê venuta a mancare Martha McCroiy, che dello studio delle 
gemme moderne e dei complessi rapporti, che intorno a questo affascinante mondo 
si sono intrecciati nel corso dei secoli, ê stata una dellepiii vivaci protagoniste, per 
cui questo volume, cui ella contribui con la sua ultima ftica, esce anche come 
omaggio alla sua memoria e alla sua opera. 

Mai come in questo cainpo una tradizione a voltefloridissima e di collezioni-
smo e di produzione artigianale di altissimo livello, specialmente nelle corti euro-
pee e nelle classi colte, Si scontra con una certa scarsitâ di studi e una intrinseca 
difjlcoltâ di documentazione. Cid spiega anche come alcune immaginifotograjlche 
di grande valore storico possano apparire butane dal nostro gusto (si veda ad 
esempio nel caso del contributo di Gertrud Seidmann). 

Una gran parte degli autori hannofornito I loro contributi in lingua inglese e 
cid crediamo possa contribuire alla circolazione di quest 'opera che lungi dall 'esse-
re un lavoro per pochi presenta inaspettati orizzonti di apertura e di approfondi-
men to e nel campo della tradizione dci modelli e in quello della circolazione del 
gusto, ovvero della sopravvivenza dell 'antico. 

Sono grato alla casa editrice "L 'Erma" di Bretschneider e per essa a Roberto 
Marcucci e alla gentile Signora Elena, per la pazienza dim ostrata, a Fabio Prenc 
per la consueta capacitâ tecnica e a tutti coloro che hanno reso possibile la tanto 
attesa uscita di quest 'opera.

Udine, 30 settembre 2006 

Maurizio Buora
Direttore

dci Musei di Storia e Arte di Udine
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short, the basis for many enjoyable years of exchange of views, discoveries, articles 
and off-prints, and the pleasure of encounters in England, Italy and America'. 

'At that time, Martha was living in Floor-ence (as she delightfully pronounced 
it) conducting research in the Medici archives, of which the most spectacular fruits 
were her contributions to the catalogues of two important exhibitions: that on trea-
sures of Palazzo Pitti in 1979, and her outstanding chapter relating to the cameos and 
intaglios shown in Palazzo Vecchio the following year under the title Comm ittenza 
e Collezionismo Medicei (Medici patronage and collecting), part of the great 
Council of Europe exhibition Firenze e la Toscana dci Medici nell'Europa del 
Cinquecento (Medici Florence and Tuscany in sixteenth-century Europe). 

The introduction to her chapter discusses the documents she examined for the 
catalogue descriptions of the twenty-five objects chosen, all of outstanding histori-
cal significance, from Vasari's mentions of the intaglio portrait of Savonarola and of 
Cosimo I's State Cameo depicting him with his wife and children, to little-known 
archival sources relating to earlier collections eventually absorbed into those of the 
Grand Dukes, in their endeavour to restore the renown of the great collection of 
Piero and Lorenzo the Magnificent, lost to Naples. For their commissions of the 
family portraits, Florence had to turn to the flourishing centre of engraving in Rome, 
where Giovanni Antonio de'Rossi completed the State Cameo, but the artists who 
created such masterpieces as the gem portraits of the Medici Pope Leo X are unk-
nown: Martha's refusal to speculate, despite her long researches and profound 
knowledge, is characteristic for the rigorous standards of her scolarship. 

The collecting of ancient gems, which became far more important for the later 
Medici than the commissioning of contemporary artists, was not demonstrated in the 
exhibition; this was an aspect she discussed in a conference paper at the Washington 
National Gallery of Art in 1994, from an original angle: that of the symbolic and 
arnuletic significance for the 16 t'-century collector of the minerals employed. Her 
lectures, all too rarely heard in London, were always as novel as they were profound; 
they were clearly informed by her knowledge of the other arts, particularly the rela-
ted craft of the medal. 

In her lecture for the Udine conference, published in this volume, she had again 
chosen an unusual subject: the containers in which gem collections were preserved 
and exhibited. The magnificent display of the grand-ducal gems in the Tribuna of the 
Uffizi, in its centre the bejewelled Tempietto, led her to the discovery of other con-
temporary containers, including those simulating books, usually thought of as crea-
ted for eighteenth century Grand Tourists' convenience - just one of the previously 
unexplored by-ways of the world of the Medici, with which Martha McCroiy's 
name will forever be associated. 

One of her more challenging tasks was the section on engraved gems in the 
catalogue of the Alsdorf Collection of Renaissance jewellery at the Chicago Art 
Institute. The entries demonstrate the rigorous scientific programme to which the 
jewels were subjected but they also showcase the part connoisseurship still plays in 
this contentious field. 

However, Martha was too full of curiosity to remain a narrow specialist; 
Charlotte Gere recalls that at the time of her final illness she had embarked on a 
project of research into the renaissance Revival in Nineteenth-century jewellery. She 
had worked in the archive of the Castellani family in Rome and discovered a great 
deal about their revivalist jewels, their clients and their mentor, Michelangelo 
Caetani. It is much to be regretted that none of this saw the light of day. Textiles 
were another passion and indeed it is true to say there was no area of the applied arts 
on which she could not add a reference to an article somewhere or a new line of 
enquiry, such was her range of interest.
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Martha had a great talent for friendship. She made and kept a large circle of 
friends from all her spheres of activity. Modern communications technology held no 
fears for her and she used her email to keep in touch with both friends and collea-
gues. She was assiduous in staying in contact through the research visits which took 
her annually to London, Rome and Florence. At home she was an elegant and gene-
rous hostess in the tradition of old-fashioned American hospitality rarely met with 
in Europe. Although she was based in Baltimore, her work took her frequently to 
New York. If a friend was staying in New York she would make a visit to the 
Cosmopolitan Club and arrange a special dinner, inviting old friends, potential new 
friends and colleagues, each of them very carefully selected to please her guest-of-
honour. The combination of the elegant Cosmopolitan Club ambience, the excellent 
food and drink and the conversation made these events to cherish in memory. 

As a house-guest she was intensely stimulating, regarding a day as well-spent 
only if it was filled with cultural activities, some connected with her researches, but 
others more frivolous. She was passionate about books, and had assembled a very 
wide-ranging library including a great many volumes of reminiscence and bio-
graphy. On learning of one friend's intention to attend a book jumble sale in a local 
church hall, she insisted on accompanying her and ended up with three carrier-bags 
full of books, a number of them chosen for her mother, who was a voracious rea-
der. The many opportunities on-line for book-buying were a temptation too, and 
triumphant bargain-hunting resulted in many additions to the library. She also beca-
me mildly addicted to the on-line auction process and one of the hazards of her trips 
abroad was that bidding often had to take place in the middle of the night. By this 
means she built up a collection of modern commercial designer jewellery, a field 
where authenticity and condition are easier to judge from description than in anti-
ques. She adored the theatre, and lacking a willing companion would go off on her 
own to a performance every spare evening. Her taste was eclectic to a fault, ran-
ging from Shakespeare to Gilbert and Sullivan. The journey home from one of 
these events, as the Old Vic theatre near Waterloo station, was enlivened by a 'bus 
journey so alarmingly dangerous - truly a death risk - that her companion felt com-
pelled to suggest leaving for a safer alternative. Martha pondered for a brief 
moment, and then said 'No, better not, we might have to wait for ages for another 
'bus'. Her idea on returning from an evening out towards midnight was to settle 
down for a searching discussion of some work in progress, on one occasion her 
catalogue entries for the Chicago jewel catalogue, a piece of thoughtful scholarship 
not to be lightly dismissed in an hour or two. 

Martha was a perfectionist, and the decorating of her apartment in Baltimore 
took up much time and effort. The bedroom was to be thorned in early nineteenth-
century toile-de-jouy. The London antique dealer who specialised in making up bed-
clothes - quilts, pillow-slips and so on - from antique pieces of toile was located in 
Chelsea, but he was extraordinarily elusive and dilatory. Interviews with him were 
an object lesson in delicate but remorseless pressure. But he was Martha's nemesis 
and she had finally to settle for reproduction toile, made up by her American deco-
rator. She paid the same attention to her personal appearance, never regarding it as 
too much effort to appear at breakfast faultlessly turned out. In 1964, when she first 
arrived to attend the Courtauld Institute, London was still unaccustomed to the 
immaculate American style, and such attention to detail in dress and accessories, and 
so was prepared to be dazzled by this elegant figure. Martha had a very personal 
style, slightly exotic and flowing but chic. Concern for her ensemble, however, 
never interfered with the rigorously utilized days, a mixture of work and pleasure 
which contributed to the cosmopolitan and cultivated friend so admired and loved 
by her extended circle.
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Of course Martha was completely at home in Italy. To be with her was to be spi-
rited out of the realms of visiting and to become an habitué. One expedition during 
the conference at Udine, of which this volume consists, involved travelling by train 
a short distance to see an exhibition about Royal gardens. Martha's companions on 
this expedition recollect with enormous pleasure sitting outside the station café in 
the sun sipping ice-cold Prosecco and eating highly superior Italian crisps. Martha 
knew how to get the very best out of Italian daily life. 

Charlotte Gere, Gertrud Seidmann and Judy Rudoe 
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THE DIVERSITY OF EDWARD BURCH 

GERTRUD SEIDMANN 

Edward Burch, one of England's greatest gem-engravers, was born in London 
in 1730'. As a young man, he earned his living as a manual labourer; he was a 
Thames waterman, but he felt strongly drawn towards the arts. 

His first ambition was to become a seal-engraver: we are told that he was self-
taught in the craft. We cannot trace examples of his early practice in cutting initials 
and family seals, as obviously they were not signed: but even late in life, he was 
asked to cut a seal for a fellow-member of the Royal Academy, the painter James 
Northcote2. 

Yet in 1760, aged thirty, he was already exhibiting his work among other 
artists, in the first public exhibition arranged in London by a newly formed "Society 
of Artists"'. The catalogue tells us that he showed a St. George and a number of casts 
or impressions: he was already active as a gem-engraver, and not just a seal-cutter. 
The St. George was most probably a cameo in an established English tradition'. We 
do not know what the originals of the impressions were like: they must have been 
taken from gems he had already sold, most probably to one of the London jewellers 
who were the middlemen between the artists and patrons and collectors; among 
early patrons of Burch we find the Duke of Buccleuch and, perhaps surprisingly, 
Prince Stanislas Poniatowski5 , who as a young man spent an influential year in 
England'. 

If we do not know what his earliest gems were like, we do know what he him-
self looked like, as he is among the artists sketched in the painters' academy at St 
Martin's Lane'; there he is shown in what proved to be a characteristic, lifelong pose, 
short-sightedly and closely peering at the life model. The painting, attributed to 
Zoffany, has been dated to c. 1761, shortly after the year of the first exhibition. 

The St Martin's Lane Academy, however, was not the only drawing school he 
attended. The academy conducted in the Duke of Richmond's gallery of casts from 
ancient marbles, under the direction of Joseph Wilton and Giovanni Battista 
Cipriani, taught students to draw from classical statuary'. These two learning expe-
riences were to form the two principal strands in his life's work: studies from the 
living model, and studies from classical antiquities. 

Gem-engraving in the 1760s was still something of a novelty for London, 
unlike Rome, where workshops had been flourishing for decades. Although the 
wealthy English were among the most enthusiastic collectors and engravers' patrons 
while on their travels, the craft took some time to establish itself in England: even 
the brilliant Lorenz Natter, temporarily attracted to London, where he published his 

For Burch's early life, see <<New Monthly Magazine>>, 1814, 1/2, 192-3; 1816, 5, 417.a. 
2 MS letter from Northcote to his brother, 27 July 1772, Royal Academy NOR 11. 

For the Society and its exhibition catalogues, see GRAVES 1907. 
On the English tradition of cameos of St George, see KAGAN 1981. 
Some of Burch's patrons are listed in TASSIF 1775. 
Poiski 1983. 
BIGNAMINI 1988a; POSTLE 1991, P1. I; fig. 3. 
BIGNAMINI 1988b, 450-451.
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seminal Treatise, did not find sufficient patronage to settle there. A very few English 
seal-engravers began to try their hand at the kind of gems the sophisticated returned 
Grand Tourists demanded - copies, imitations and variants of ancient Roman gems; 
Edward Burch, gifted and industrious, became the outstanding example of this 
group. 

Although a late-comer, he was fortunate to come to notice just at a time when 
gem-engraving came to be actively promoted in London by the recently formed 
"Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Commerce and Manufactures" (its title 
usually abbreviated to "The Society of Arts" now "The Royal Society of Arts"). This 
institution - not to be confused with the "Society of Artists" the artists' "trade union" 
- was a philanthropic society established to promote the arts and crafts among young 
people and further their careers. To this end, they offered prizes for competition to 
young artists, which, from 1759, included gem-engraving9 . From the first, they set a 
high standard; the subject for each year was one of the sculptures in the Duke of 
Richmond's gallery, to be copied on a gemstone; for the first competition they set an 
intaglio copy of the statue known as Me/eager. 

There were only three entries: the winner was the seal-engraver Thomas Smith; 
one entry attracted no votes at all: a third one was disqualified as on a white come-
Ian. One can but ask oneself wether this paste after a gem by Burch, later called by 
him Paris, does not relate to this competition? (fig. 1) 

Fig. 2 -

SEJDMANN 1992.
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The subject set for the second and third years was the Apollo Medici, in cameo 
and in intaglio. The intaglio, for which the age limit was twenty-six, was won by one 
Nathaniel Marchant, described the following year as residing at "Mr Burch 
Engraver": in other words, he was Burch's apprentice". Burch won the cameo class, 
and he exhibited a cameo of the Apollo Medici the year of his success. He was over 
the age limit for entering the intaglio competition: in Marchant, however he had a 
brilliant pupil, who proceeded to engrave almost entirely in intaglio, while Burch 
continued to work in both intaglio and in cameo. 

The following year, Burch won again with a cameo head of Alexander (fig. 2). 
He exhibited it in 1763, together with his Apollo Medici. In 1766, both Burch and 
Marchant won in their different age classes, with intaglios of heads of the Apollo 
Belvedere (figs. 3-4). Burch shown a "head unfinished" of the Apollo in the 1764 
exhibition, where he was for the first time joined by Marchants now no longer an 
apprentice, exhibiting two of his recent prizewinning stones. 

Burch, however, showed quite a variety: beside several after the desired sta-
tuary models - the Apollo, an Antinous and a Head of Neptune on which he was still 
working (did he show these "heads unfinished" before polishing?) and a Venus from 
the bath, after sculpture or gem; but there were also three non-classical subjects: a 
Head of Silence after Guido Reni, a Portrait of a Lady, and a Judith with the head 
of Holofernes. In other words - in contrast to Marchant, who devoted the rest of 
his life as a gem-engraver virtually entirely to intaglios after ancient sculptures - 
Burch exhibited even at this early stage a diversity which presaged that of his life's 
work. 

They were clearly already the outstanding engraver of a new "English school": 
and neither lacked patrons. The foremost and one of the earliest of them was George, 
Duke of Marlborough, great-grandson of the famous general. He had inherited the 
title and Blenheim Palace at an early age; and he had also acquired as a young man, 
throgh a family arrangement, the important seventeenth-century English gem col-
lection of the Earl of Arundel, the famous Arundel Gems. Since then he had spent a 
fortune on increasing it through further acquisitions". 

According to the catalogue of what remained of the collection in 187012, he 
owned at least eight stones by Burch, and eleven by Marchant: the number may have 
been considerably greater, for the duke was generous with gifts of gems, specially 
copies from favourite stones in his own collection; and almost all the gems Burch 
cut for the duke were indeed such copies: a lyre-playing Mercury on an amethyst 
was a copy of a "woefully repolished" sard: the nineteenth-century cataloguer terms 
Burch's gem "an exquisite production", and notes that it is one of three probable 
copies by Burch, two of them no longer present in 187012. A comelian Bacchus 
"from an antique in His Grace's collection", was a copy of an Arundel gem, "an 
exquisite little intaglio on a beryl"; again typically cut in a different material from 
the model, it was also no longer present in 1870; nor was another copy from a 
Marlborough gem, the Antinous [Capitolinus]. 

But two of Burch's finest copies were still present: they reproduced two gems 
bought by the duke in Venice in 1761 from Anton Maria Zanetti for a huge sum: a 
Matidia, later renamed Sabina, annotated by the Duke in his early MS catalogue 
"stupendo veramente e bellissimo", was the model for Burch's copy on a yellow 
sard; the other, a copy on comelian of a famous sard Antinous, the only authentic 

On Marchant and his relations with Burch, see SEIDMANN 1987. 
H SEIDMANN 1997. 
12 STORY-MASKELYNE 1870. 

STORY-MASKELYNE 1870, notes pp. XII, XV-XVI.
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gem portrait of Hadrian's beautiful favourite, showed the bust restored: This stone 
has not been located, but there exists a further copy, also on cornelian (fig. 5), which 
differs from the first by being signed; and although the dimensions appear to be the 
same, the oval of the stone is slightly different. If these copies by Burch of the duke's 
early acquisitions were also the first of his works for his patron, they already show 
his mastery of the art to perfection. A close dating, however, has been impossible, 
for, as with most stones executed for the duke, they were not exhibited, which would 
have given termini ante. 

One further gem wich was no longer in the Marlborough Collection in 1870, 
deserves notice. This was a comelian which depicted Chronos gnawing away at the 
remains of the Torso Belvedere (fig. 6), an emblematic group to which I shall return. 

The eleven stones by Marchant in the collection in 1870 present a very diffe-
rent picture. Only two were copies of Marlborough gems, one a cameo copy of the 
celebrated Gnaios intaglio Athlete. The patron's wishes were of course obeyed - but, 
in distinction from Burch, Marchant hardly ever engraved another copy of a gem - 
or a cameo. 

Marchant's great chance to devote himself to the study of ancient marbles in the 
original came with his courageous departure for Rome, where he settled for sixteen 
years, acting as an agent for the duke, and gradually acquiring a prestigious cliente-
le of British Grand Tourists as well as connoisseurs at home. Marchant must have 
been an agreable, conversable fellow, as well as an authority on antiquities, for after 
his retourn, 16 years later, he moved easily among connoisseurs and aristocrats 
alike.

Burch's career meanwhile took a different turn. He remained in London and 
despite modestly joining the Royal Academy as a Student, when aged almost forty, 
was elected a full Royal Academician within two years; the first gem-engraver, and 
the only one for thirty-eight years (Marchant was eventually elected in 1800). There 
is no doubt that Burch's versatility contributed greatly to his renown: he, too, acqui-
red a great many patrons - connoisseurs, aristocrats, and ruling sovereigns; royal 
princes of Britain, the King of Poland, Catherine the Great, British, Russian and 
Polish noblemen owned his works. The stones he cut for them of course followed 
the prevailing taste for copies from the antique which they demanded: but from an 
early stage, he sometimes gave it a particular twist. 

A favorite subject of his were muscular figures of nude heroes, especially of 
Hercules, which attracted him not for their antique associations, but as perfect spe-
cimens of the human body. He avidly followed the anatomy lectures of the famous 
surgeon Dr William Hunter, to whom he was personally devoted", and prided him-
self on being a sculptor: he was accepted as such by the Royal Academy. His idol, 
however, was not Antiquity, but Nature, although he managed to combine a veneer 
of classicism with his studies from the living model, emphasising again and again 
that he had taken a pose from "an academy (i.e. a living) model" and adding to his 
signature a proud "INVt". 

Thus we find, beside a Hercules and the Lion copy, a standing figure he called 
Hercules reflecting on his Misconduct (fig. 7); beside a copy of Teukros' Hercules 
and lole, an exquisite group he called Hercules and Menalippe (fig. 8); and his 
publication of 100 of his gems in impressions, Proofs from Gems, showed not only 
his early copy of a Reposing Hercules (fig. 9), but an Anatomical Figure (fig. 10), 
designed as a reposing Hercules "the position taken from nature" (my italics), at the 
Royal Academy. "In this figure is introduced every external muscle which is requi-

BURCH 1795, XIII.
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site for a figure six feet high, with the insertion of every muscle" - on a stone 26 mm 
high.

He showed similar contrasts in his Venus figures: twice married, one of his 
wives reputed to have been a beauty, he was certainly not one the scorn to female 
form. While the antique-inspired figure which he called, unclassically, Venus 
washing her feet, (another he titled "Venus Victor" - how Marchant must haved blen-
ched!), his more earthy than classical Venus rising fron2 the Sea (fig. 11) is defiantly 
described as "from an academy model". Yet another Venus, one of his most beauti-
ful works, is a copy of a Renaissance painting, the Dresden Venus by Gorgione, then 
given to Titian (fig. 12). 

His studies of anatomy were not, indeed, restricted to the human form: he crea-
ted animal studies, too, whether of horses (fig. 13) or of dogs, not to forget the pot-
boiler of "Lady Mansfield's fabourite cow"". Animal studies were of course very 
acceptable to admirers of antique art; but Burch was far from restricting himself to 
antique subjects, whether genuine or spurious. 

We noted as one of his earliest exhibited gems a Judith with the head of 
Holofernes: he was an evangelical Christian, and amidst the sceptical, neoclassical

Fig. 10-

The Diary 1978, 2, 598.
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creed of the Enlightenment, we find in Burch's work a number of gems relating to 
the Old and New Testament, including a Crucifixion (Raspe-Tassie, no. 13861)" and 
an Angel (Catalogue, no. X), a fine Christ taken down from the Cross (Catalogue, 
no. XC) and a Noli me tangere scene called Touching the Hem of Christ s Garment 
(Catalogue, no. LXXV) (fig. 14). 

II Raspe-Thssie 1791 
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Yet another group among his oeuvre consistes of modern portraits. We noted 
among his early exhibits one of several called a Portrait of a Lady: of these, sadly 
anonymous, at least we know that some were after drawings or miniatures by 
Cosway and Giles Hussey (fig. 15). In the fashion of the times, he also produced 
portrait heads of rulers and famous men, whether members of the House of Hanover 
including the reigning king, or uomini illustri of bygone ages. Among these, his 
Shakespeare was much in demand (fig. 16); his fellow-Academician Angelica 	 .

Mr Kauffmann provided the drawing for an unusual portrait of Raphael (Catalogue, no. 
VIII); among famous Englishmen he portrayed Dr Samuel Johnson (Catalogue, no.

Fig. 15 - 

Fig. 16
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Fig. 17 - 

Fig. 19-
On the Belvedere Torso, see LrvEs.NI 1998, 1-6. 

s Raspe-Tassie 1791, 350-351.
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